ABOUT ALEPH

ALEPH is a growing, dynamic and innovative national organization that weaves textual and wisdom traditions, Judaism’s progressive momentum, and the unique spiritual and developmental needs of 21st century life. Drawing inspiration from the life and work of Zalman Schachter-Shalomi z”l, as well as other transformational figures in Jewish life, ALEPH brings spiritual vitality and passion into the daily lives of Jews through programs that empower leadership, build communities, and generate powerful experiences.

ABOUT KALLAH

The ALEPH Kallah is an exciting week-long gathering at UMASS – Amherst from July 2-8 of many hundreds of clergy, students, lay leaders, educators and seekers, together steeping in Renewal learning, prayer, art, dance, yoga, meditation and other inspiring programs taught by gifted teachers. As the quintessential Renewal experience, Kallah is the place to network, immerse in cutting-edge innovation, delight in diverse modalities of spirituality, and feed the mind, heart and soul. Expecting 500 participants from around the country.

DESCRIPTION

ALEPH is seeking day camp counselors well versed in Judaism to lead programming at our week-long Kids Kallah. Kids Kallah Counselors will implement and lead renewal Jewish-inspired lessons for children ages 0 to 12 years old. Counselors must be dependable, and comfortable working with diverse age ranges.

We are looking for day camp counselor commitments from July 2-7, 2018 in Amherst, MA.

ABOUT YOU

• You are fun, enthusiastic and love kids.
• You enjoy playing, singing, acting silly, making a mess, etc.
• Perhaps you’ve been a song leader, have extensive outdoor knowledge and/or have a special arts skill (fine art, circus skills, theater arts)?

Qualifications/Requirements

• Teaching experience in a formal or informal setting
• Ability to implement and lead a week-long engaging and fun hands-on lessons
• Willingness to work both independently and collaboratively
• Participation in two counselor meetings prior to the start of camp
• At least 18 years old

BENEFITS

Training Provided

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL

None specified

HOW TO APPLY

Please send a cover letter, resume, and any questions to ALEPH Executive Director, Sooji Min-Maranda at soojim@aleph.org.

NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT

As a spiritual organization committed to fulfilling the values of Jewish Renewal, ALEPH invites inquiries and applications from all qualified persons. ALEPH does not discriminate on the basis of race, gender, gender expression, sexual orientation, sexual identity, nationality, marital status, or military or veteran status.